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PORTABOOM® is a patented, portable boom gate
specifically designed for all temporary traffic and
access control scenarios. Remote control operated,
PORTABOOM® allows Traffic Controllers to stand in a
safe zone, removing them from the direct line of traffic.

Features of PORTABOOM®:
•E
 asy to operate - PORTABOOM® is operated by a single button, remote control
eliminating any confusion and minimising traffic controller error.
•S
 table yet portable - Weighing 95kg with four solid wheels and breaks for added safety,
its heavy enough for stability to withstand adverse weather and winds speeds of up to
82.8km/h yet light weight enough to easily manoeuvre.
•E
 asy set up, no tools required - The boom gate and stability legs are attached and
detached with ease.
•F
 ast assembly - It takes only 5 mins to set up.
•L
 ongevity of battery life - The rechargeable batteries provide up to 6,500 movements,
up and down.
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PORTABOOM® provides a physical
barrier, protecting work zones and
ensuring motorists STOP!
Benefits of PORTABOOM®:
•P
 ORTABOOM® is used in a wide number of
applications including; temporary traffic control,
road closures, lane closures, access control
to worksites, event management, pedestrian
management and temporary car park functions.
•E
 liminates the risk of Traffic Controllers standing
in the direct line of traffic.
•R
 educes fatigue and the risks of heat exhaustion,
dehydration and sunburn as the Traffic Controller
can operate PORTABOOM® from a shaded safe
zone.
•A
 llows greater onsite mobility and efficiencies
as one Traffic Controller can operate up to four
PORTABOOM® units at a given time.
•T
 he wireless remote control operation of
PORTABOOM® allows Traffic Controllers
to preform regular site tasks, like assisting
pedestrians and sign checks.
•S
 ignificantly reduces the risks of motorists
ignoring Traffic Controllers or temporary traffic
light signals

Specifications:
Part Number		

PB2000

Dimensions 		

540mm x 545mm x 1200mm height

Weight 			

95kg

Operation			
Remote control: Up to 200 metres in range.
PORTABOOM® Unit: 12V Battery Operation - up to 6,500
movements without charge.
PORTABOOM® is TIPES certified by the Australian Roads Research Board (ARRB) for
use on all Australian roads.
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